
Price list seed potato testing NAK Services

season 2017-2018

NAK Services

Description  Price  Notes

1. Virus examination Elisa  tubers * per sample of 110 tubers

 (Only possible in the period 15 August - 15 December)  

- test 1 virus 60,00€      

- test 2 viruses 72,30€      

- test 3 viruses 84,70€      

- test 4 viruses 97,10€      

- test 5 viruses 109,40€    

- test 6 viruses 121,80€    

2. Virus examination PCR  tubers * (PVY,PVA,PVX and PLRV)

- per sample of 200 tubers 165,00€    4 subsamples of 50 tubers 

- per sample of 200 tubers 195,00€    10 subsamples of 20 tubers 

- per sample of 100 tubers 185,00€    10 subsamples of 10 tubers

- per sample of 50 tubers 50,00€      1 subsample of 50 tubers

- per sample of 20 tubers 26,50€      1 subsample of 20 tubers 

2. Erwiniatest PCR-toets*  

- per sample of 200 tubers 165,00€    4 subsamples of 50 tubers 

- per sample of 200 tubers 195,00€    10 subsamples of 20 tubers 

- per sample of 100 tubers 185,00€    10 subsamples of 10 tubers

- per sample of 50 tubers 50,00€      1 subsample of 50 tubers

- per sample of 20 tubers 26,50€      1 subsample of 20 tubers 

- per sample of 200 tubers in combi with PCR-virus. 75,00€      4 subsamples of 50 tubers 

3. Bruinrot/ringrot test *

First screening (IF-test) 97,10€      sample max. 200 tubers

Second screening (PCR-test) 300,00€    

4. Meloidogyne Chitwoodi PCR toets*

- per sample of 200 tubers 165,00€    2 subsamples of 100 tubers 

- per sample of 200 tubers in combi with PCR-virus. 125,00€    2 subsamples of 100 tubers 

* 5. Additional costs

- Administration fee per request 16,75€      

- per sample 1,00€        

- Storage of samples 3,30€        per sample

- Import license and Import inspection (not EU-origin) 350,00€    per request

- Priority PCR-test; extra charge per sample 100,00€    

Prices are exclusive VAT and valid until May 2018.

Specific questions regarding tests, samples, analytical issues and logistics can be 

forwarded to Klantenservice NAK  0031 527 635400 or  nak@nak.nl


